Fall Vegetable Selections for 2020: Lettuce and Greens
Variety
Mini-Bibb:
‘Cegolaine’
Mini-Bibb:
‘Rosaine’
Oak Leaf:
‘Mascara’
Mini-Romaine:
‘Dragoon’
Romaine:
‘Salvius’
Romaine:
‘Thurinus’
Summer Crisp:
‘Nevada’

Days to
Harvest
50
52
48
43
58
56
48

Color

Comments

Bronzy-Green
Hybrid
Dark Red
Hybrid
Dark Red
Open-Pollinated
Green
Open-Pollinated
Medium Green
Hybrid
Dark Red
Hybrid
Bright Green
Open-Pollinated

Very uniform, dense heads; great flavor; slow to bolt; three season choice;
disease resistant
Intensely colored, tight heads; crisp texture and excellent flavor; slow
bolting; disease resistant
Intense color holds well and does not fade; mild, non-bitter flavor; very bolt
resistant and disease resistant
Compact, dense and uniform heads with thick, crisp textured leaves; great
for spring, summer and fall; bolt-tolerant and disease resistant
Upright open habit makes full-size heads; good flavor with crisp texture;
bolt-tolerant and widely adaptable; disease resistant
Attractive, deep color with contrasting light green base; uniform plants are
well-suited for spring, summer and fall; disease resistant
Dense, heavy, closed heads; good heat tolerance; resists bolting; great
flavor stays mild for both spring and summer crops

Improved Dutch strain; very large, rounded leaves; excellent flavor and
Green
rarely bitter; high in Vitamin C; use as cut-and-come-again plant all season;
Open-Pollinated
edible flowers
Burgundy/White High yields of uniform heads with good flavor; reliable in both hot and cool
65
Hybrid
weather for spring, summer and fall production
Dark Green
Upright, smooth-leaved; mild flavor; smaller leaves for baby greens salad;
30
Hybrid
slower growing and slow-bolting for spring/summer harvests
Light Green
Large, thick, lime-green leaves on lush plants; broad, pure-white stalks; mild
50
Open-Pollinated taste and tender texture; makes a great spinach substitute
32 baby
Red
Bright red stems with dark green, red-veined leaves; great as a true red for
59 full Open-Pollinated baby leaf mix; mild taste and tender texture; great spinach substitute

Arugula – Garden:
40-45
‘Apollo’
Radicchio
‘Indigo F1’
Spinach
‘SeasideF1’’
Swiss Chard:
‘Lyon’
Swiss Chard:
‘Ruby Red’
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Fall Vegetable Selections for 2020: Cole Crops
Variety

Days to
Harvest

Color/Type

Comments

Attractive, thick rosette of ruffled leaves; mild flavor for salads and stir fries;
Green
snip to harvest leaves for baby greens, thin planting to grow for full-sized;
Open-Pollinated
long harvest period
Green Cabbage:
Green
Early; attractive and delicious; thin, crisp, peppery-sweet leaves; three68
‘Caraflex F1’
Hybrid
pound heads; good standing ability; thrip resistant
Red Cabbage:
Red
Mid-season; vibrant color; slightly sweet and peppery flavor; three-pound,
78
‘Candy Red F1’
Hybrid
round to oval heads; set out plants closer to harvest at mini-head stage
Small, white heads and tender, long green stems exemplify this popular
Loose-curd White
Asian Cauliflower:
44
Asian variety; sweeter and higher in health-promoting compounds than
‘Song TJS-65 F1’
Hybrid
standard types; also performs better in hot weather and poor soils
Collard Greens:
Blue-green
Attractive, slightly wavy leaves; tall, productive plants; sweet flavor; earliest
50
‘Top Bunch 2.0 F1’
Hybrid
to mature; vigorous, rapid regrowth for continued harvests
Dark Green and
Kale:
25 baby
Smooth, toothy leaves for baby size or for bunching; tender even at
Purple
50 full
‘Red Russian’
maturity; good for salads and light cooking; medium tall
Heirloom
Kale:
Frilly, with chartreuse ribs; cold-tolerant; maintains kitchen-ready quality
Dark Green
‘Improved Dwarf
50
Open-Pollinated long after other kales bolt; excellent steamed or in stir-fries
Siberian”
Mustard Greens:
21 baby
Bright Green AAS winner; heavily curled and frilly; great for salad mix; mustardy hot taste
‘Green Wave’
45 full Open-Pollinated mellows when cooked; slowest to bolt
Asian Greens:
‘Tatsoi

21 baby
45 full
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